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ABSTRACT 

Mobile Adhoc networks are self-composition and they don’t have any centralized controller to control. The 

routing in such a network is a troublesome. MANETs are more susceptible to attacks as it have dynamic topology. 

The formulation of communication among the nodes plays a major role for routing in MANETs. In these 

circumstances the presence of malignant nodes causing a Black hole or gray hole attack in the network may edge to 

a severe abasement in the overall routing performance of the network. In order to overthrow the effects of attacks a 

DSR Based Enhanced Cooperative Bait Detection Scheme (ECBDS) is proposed which adequately detects the 

presence of malicious nodes. In the proposed scheme the source fall back on bait request to detect the presence of 

malicious nodes in the network. ECBDS performs superior than DSR, 2ACK, and best-effort fault-tolerant routing 

(BFTR), CBDS in terms of packet delivery ratio. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 The omnipresent availability of mobile devices increased the usage of MANETs in various applications. 

MANETs are infrastructure less and it does not have any centralized control. Each node in the MANET will act as a 

host and also a router and it forms a local area network. The cooperation of nodes is required in order to accomplish 

a desired data transfer. These distinctive attribute will result in some hitch in terms of security, routing and data 

traffic. The presence of malicious node in this network may cause a phenomenal change in network performance. 

The security for the MANETs has been considered as a major research area. Most of the works were about to defend 

and detect the presence of malicious nodes. The effectiveness of these methods is affected when the number of 

attackers is high leading to a collaborative attack. As the MANETs are infra-structure less and they have a dynamic 

topology which brands them unsafe over the routing attacks such as black and gray hole.  

 
Figure.1. Black hole attacker Node N3 drops data packets 

  If the black hole attacker is present in the network the node send erroneous routing information stating that 

it has the shortest route to the destination and it drops the data packets when it is routed through it .The black hole 

attacker sends a fraudulent copy of ROUTE REPLY message to the sender. In the gray hole attack the node behaves 

normally in the beginning and after some period of time it starts dropping of packets without forwarding and at times 

drops a selective part of a packet which makes arduous to detect the gray hole attack. The main focus of this paper 

is to detect the presence of Black and gray hole attack with the use of DSR based routing technique. The DSR routing 

technique involves two phases namely route discovery and route maintenance phase. The route discovery phase 

involves sending ROUTE REQUEST (RREQ) packets throughout the network. Each node will maintain a route 

cache if the particular node has the requested route then it will send the ROUTE REPLY (RREP) message. In DSR 

routing there is no provision for the detection but it can get all routing information. The approach proposed makes 

use of this feature. The proposed approach is Enhanced Cooperative Bait Detection Scheme (ECBDS) that 

adequately detects the presence of malicious nodes. In the proposed scheme the source fall back on bait request to 

detect the presence of malicious nodes in the network. 

Literature survey: The detection of attacks in MANETs has been investigated by many researchers. Utmost the 

previous research works deal only with the detection of single malicious node in the network and the schemes 

consumes monstrous resources. In auxiliary the methods prescribed earlier have some assumption over the working 

environment. In familiar detection methods which have been discussed in the literature enter under only two 

categories.  

 Proactive detection scheme: In the proactive schemes the nodes behavior is monitored regularly .this 

continuous monitoring results in the overhead generation even if the malicious nodes are not detected and 
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creates the wastage of network resources. The major influence of this proactive detection scheme is that the 

detection of malicious nodes can be done at the initial stage. However, one of the advantages of these types 

of schemes is that it can help in preventing or avoiding an attack in its initial stage. 

 Reactive detection schemes bring about detection scheme only after the receiver node detects a bit loss in 

data packet. Among the above schemes are the ones, which are examined to offer better view over the 

comparison purposes. In, Liu et al. proposed a 2ACK scheme for the exposure of routing immortality in 

MANETs. This method offers the possibility to transfer the two hop acknowledgement by nodes once after 

the reception of data packet in the opposite direction of routing path back to the source. Here involves the 

use of parameter called RACK which also measures the amount of data packets received. This scheme goes 

with the class of proactive schemes and, on that account, produces additional routing overhead behindhand 

of the existence of malicious nodes. In Xue and Nahrstedt suggested a impediment mechanism called best-

effort fault-tolerant routing (BFTR). The scheme deals with end to end acknowledgement. The routing path 

which is selected will be assumed to have the specified results. If the predefined assumptions were not met 

then the source node prefers the new route. One of the flaws with the BFTR is that there may be the survival 

of malicious nodes in the new route too and which at times may lead to the repeated route discovery process. 

The ECBDS schemes takes the advantage over both the proactive and reactive detection schemes to pattern 

a DSR based routing scheme which is capable of detecting a black hole and gray hole attacks. 

System design: This paper outlines a new idea called as Enhanced cooperative bait detection scheme (ECBDS), for 

the disclosure of presence of malicious nodes. In this approach the source node selects the node which is alongside 

and the address of that particular node will be used as a false destination address. This bait request will result in the 

malicious nodes to reply, which in turn helps in identifying the malicious nodes existence in the network. Once after 

the detection the data packets are transferred through the new route. And again the detection mechanism is initialized 

only if the packet delivery ratio drops to a certain level and in turn triggers an alarm which is send to the source node 

by destination node stating to start the detection mechanism .This scheme manages to use the leverage of proactive 

scheme at the initial step and reactive scheme at the end. ECBDS is DSR-based. With the use of DSR the source 

node is aware of all nodes information in the route when it receives the route reply message. On the other hand it is 

not possible by the source node to classify the presence of malicious nodes or which particular node have forged the 

RREP message in the routing path .this may edge to the routing of packets through the false routes. In order to find 

the adjacent nodes use of HELLO message is introduced in the ECBDS. The RREQ message is same as original 

DSR the only difference is that the address is bait address. The modified packet format is shown in Table.1. The 

ECBDS scheme is composed of five steps: 

 Fundamental bait RREQ 

 Antipode tracing of malicious nodes  

 DSR route discovery start process. 

 RACK Step 

 Alarm triggering step 

Fundamental bait RREQ: The objective of sending a bait message is to detect the malicious node in the network. 

In order to acquire the objective the bait RREQ’ is sent to the nodes in the network. The operation of the bait can be 

understood with the help of an example. Let the source node be N s and it speculatively selects adjacent node Na, 

whose address is baited as a destination address. Once after identifying the Na the source node N s sends the RREQ’ 

to all the nodes. Here arise three cases.  

 First is that the chosen adjacent node itself is not a black hole, in that case the other nodes including Na will 

reply the RREQ which in turn shows the presence of malicious nodes in the network. Then the second step 

is carried out for the detection of forging node.  

 Second case is that the selected adjacent node Na itself is a black hole which is identified once after the Bait 

RREQ’ the node apart from adjacent node replies the RREP. Then the adjacent node Na is directly added to 

the blocked nodes list. 

 Third is if only the adjacent node Na replies RREP then there is no malicious nodes in the network and the 

route discovery for data transfer starts. 

Table.1. Format of RREQ 

Type of message  Data length Request node Id 

Destination Address ( RREQ’: Bait address) 

Address 1 

Address 2 

Address n 

Antipode tracing of malicious nodes: The antipode tracing aims to detect the presence of malicious nodes and to 

deduce the false routes to make the route authentic. Once the source node N 1 as in Fig .2 sends the RREQ’ the node 
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for example N D replies a forge reply RREP with an address list of AD={ N s……… N 2……… N 4……… N d}.This address 

link when received by the intermediate node N 2 it will compute the route map RM from it to the source mentioned 

in the IP Field. The intermediate node then calculates the difference as D and send that to the source node i.e., D=AD-

RM. Likewise all the intermediate nodes send the difference which on the hole will be used to find the attacker node. 

S= D1 ∩ D2 ∩ D3 ∩ D4 ∩ D5 

Thus at last, to have a trusted route, T= AD – S 

 
Figure.2. Random selection and antipode tracing of nodes 

To endorse the presence of malicious node in the Set AD the source node N s sends the trial packets in that 

route and also sends an amend message to the last two nodes N 4, N 5 in the route and the particular node enters in to 

the promiscuous mode to ensure the successful delivery packet by the node N 3 if not that particular node will be 

added to the attacker list. This process is repeated for all the nodes in the route to evaluate the trustiness of that route. 

Rack step (reverse ACK): This step is appended in order to ensure the packet delivery when the packet is received 

by a node it should send the RACK in the direction opposite to the routing path. This trial is used only during the 

Recheck message alone to ensure the packet delivery. The use of RACK in recheck message will not contribute to a 

higher overhead. Thus the ECBDS takes an advantage over the CBDS with the use RACK. 

Alarm triggering step: Triggering of alarm is a reactive detection step. Once after the completion of fundamental 

bait step 1 & 2 the DSR route discovery process is carried out which involves the original RREQ AND RREP 

messages and using the routes obtained with the route discovery phase the packets are transferred.  

Table.2. Dynamic borderline algorithm 

DYNAMIC BORDER LINE ALGORITHM 

Fundamental check(); 

 float dynamic(borderline) 

 {  

 float b1,b2;  

 b1=Descending time of PDR down to the borderline;  

 if(PDR < threshold) fundamental check();  

 b2= Descending time of PDR down to the borderline; 

 if(b2 < b1) 

 {  

 if(borderline< 0.95) borderline = borderline +0.01; 

 else 

 {  

 if(borderline > 0.85) borderline = borderline -0.01;  

}  

if(processingTime < 800) 

 {  

 return borderline; 

dynamic(borderline);  

}  

else return 0.9;} 

If the packet dropping is higher than the threshold then the destination sends the alarm message to the source 

to initiate the fundamental bait process. 
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Figure.3. Operation of ECBDS 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results were yield with 50 nodes’ randomly distributed in an area of 3000m×1500m. The movement of 

nodes follows the improved random waypoint mobility model. The routing scheme is DSR. Performance of the DSR 

routing scheme is evaluated using extensive NS-2 simulations for varying node speeds and traffic load. 

Performance metrics: 

Packet delivery ratio: It is characterized as the proportion of total amount of packets delivered to the destination 

node and the total packets sent by the source node. 

PDR = Packets delivered (D)/ Packets sent (S) 

  
Figure.4. Deployment of Nodes Figure.5. Packet delivery ratio comparision 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this work a new idea called ECBDS has been used for the detection of malicious nodes in MANET 

environment. The performance of ECBDS is high when compared with DSR, 2ACK, and BFTR, CBDS which is 

evident with the simulation results. In future ECBDS can be made adaptable to the AODV routing protocol and other 

security schemes available. 
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